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I can by this.(and maybe I do!)
This I like! Beautiful downtoearthlaidbacksong. I like the chord
progression, and so do Dylan, Young and a bunch of more. A little
bit of J J Cale, a little bit of Chris Rea, and a bigger bit of your self.
Nice clean sound. Think of how it could sound with two medium
stringed steel dreadnought guitars! Whatever: I can by this!

great feel
i love the feel. the spanish style of strumming is
very nice and effective. the lead is also really
nice and indulging. vocals sound great with a
great tone. i like the voice alot. great job
- Raafat from Boca Raton, Florida on 4Dec2006

- edithstrindberg from Stockholm, Sweden on 12Dec2006

Keeps Your Attention
Good intro,melody keeps your attention,vocals enter with a
haunting quality.Lyrics work well with this,overall sound is rhythmic
and good.
- woodyjames2 from Chilliwack, British Columbia, Canada on 7Dec2006

review
I liked the almost spaghetti western feel of this - the guitar was
well played and very clear and definite - I thought the vocal was
good - I thought the voice had a quality and definitely thought the
one more try section was very catchy - I also enjoyed the guitar
solo - yeah liked it
- pauldarnell from London, Uk, United Kingdom on 11Dec2006

Cool Guitar
The lyrics are somewhat repetative at times but doesn't take
away from the song at all-- The Guitar really hooks one into the
piece-- Sound vocals and arangement drive this one home!!!
Good Work!!
- Filmorestreetmu from Hollywood, Florida on 2Dec2006

cool rifts!
good song! well writen and composed! its a song id listen to as
it flows really well!
- OO@1007492~qwertyui from Unspecified on 17Dec2006

Mixture of styles
Peppy strumming and plucky lead start this song off in the
right direction. Very Richy Havens vocals. The strumming
has a flamenco flavor to it while the vocal has a country
Johnny Cash approach.
The performance and recording was all very closely mic'ed
and sounded quite good.

mexicana opening.. sweet!
mexicana opening.. sweet! nice playing and
great singing! this is a cool song.. lov to hear
more of your songs! keep it up!
- EJsFilms from Unspecified on 14Dec2006
kinda catchy, spanishy feel.....
nice jumping rhythm on the guitar which I like a
lot. Has a slightly spanish feel to it in this respect.
it became obvious to me fairly quickly that a lot of
thought has gone into the lyrics. the lead vocal is
also quite good…
the song is fairly short aswell which i like
actually..long songs arent always necessary to
make a good point. In conclusion I enjoyed
listening, not specifically my style but a good
song nonetheless. Nice work.
- fadingtogrey from United Kingdom on 2Dec2006

good groove
I like this song,good guitar,some good hooks,verry
good lyrics,nice voice,nice melody,keep up the
good work.good groove
- spidzel from Gatineau, Quebec, Canada on 20Dec2006

Different
Somewhat of a Spanish feel, with it’s bounce, it’s like
you crossed mexicana and country. They playing of
the guitar was well done, the solos flawless. The
different parts went together well and made a good
truly acoustic song. Unlike a lot of other songs where
they add several different instruments and call it
acoustic. I like the way the voice went with the style
of music defiantly a smart match.
- JoshuaA from Hattiesburg, Mississippi on 17Dec2006

- perdita from Oakland, California on 15Dec2006

Good work guys! loved your song.. it was a ve..
Good work guys! loved your song.. it was a very nice song to
listen to.. wll done!
- OO@991694~cxvfds from Unspecified on 15Dec2006

Good feel to the song.
Nice spanish feel to the introduction. Good guitar
work there. Then when vocals start guitar stays good
and vocals work well. Hard to find something to fault
as it all works together very nicely…
- rob15 from Guildford, Surrey, United Kingdom on 18Dec2006
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